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Establishing Low-Energy Sequential
Decomposition Pathways of Leucine
Enkephalin and Its N- and C-Terminus
Fragments Using Multiple-Resonance CID
in Quadrupolar Ion Guide
V. Sergey Rakov, Oleg V. Borisov and Craig M. Whitehouse
Analytica of Branford, Branford, Connecticut, USA
The simultaneous resonant low-energy excitation of leucine enkephalin and its fragment ions
was demonstrated in a collision cell of the multipole-quadrupole time-of-flight instrument.
Using low-amplitude multiple-resonance excitation CID, we were able to show the exclusive
sequential fragmentation of N- and C-terminus fragments all the way to the final fragments—
immonium ions of phenylalanine or tyrosine. In this CID mode the single-channel dissociation
of each new generation of fragments followed the lowest energy decomposition pathways
observable on the time scale of our experiment. Up to six generations of sequential dissociation
were carried out in multiple-resonance CID experiments. The direct qualitative comparison of
fragmentation of axial-acceleration versus resonant (radial) CID was performed in the same
instrument. In both activation methods, fragmentation patterns suggested complex decompo-
sition mechanisms attributable to dynamic competition between sequential and parallel
dissociation channels. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2004, 15, 1794–1809) © 2004 American
Society for Mass SpectrometryResonant harmonic excitation of ions is the pri-mary method for MS detection and activation ofinduced dissociation in most ion traps. Simulta-
neous excitation of ions of different m/z ratios is rou-
tinely employed to illuminate dissociation pathways
using ion traps. It can also be used in harmonic ion
guides in order to selectively eject or dissociate ions on
their way to an MS analyzer. This paper reports results
of validation of a nontrapping multiple frequency com-
ponent low-energy resonant collision-induced dissocia-
tion (CID) in a linear quadrupole ion guide.
Several of the ion activation methods used in mod-
ern MS instruments are selective, by nature, and target
exclusively the parent ion, supplying no additional
energy to its primary fragments. As examples of such
methods, the sustained off-resonance irradiation (SORI)
[1], or on-resonance CID in ion cyclotron resonance
(ICR) cells [2] can be mentioned. Other activation meth-
ods, such as infrared multi-photon dissociation
(IRMPD), and its variations [3, 4], or black body infra-
red dissociation (BIRD) [5] are nonselective, by nature,
and always excite primary fragments along with the
parent ion. A vast majority of ion activation methods
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doi:10.1016/j.jasms.2004.06.020may excite primary fragments depending on the condi-
tion of the experiment. In such methods, modeling of
the dissociation process can be quite complex. For
example, in surface induced dissociation (SID) experi-
ments with moderate impact energies, the dissociation
event most likely comprises activation of only the
parent ion at the surface, followed by its recoil and
subsequent unimolecular decomposition. In contrast, at
high impact energies, more extensive fragmentation can
be observed due to on-surface shattering of the precur-
sor and possibly some of its primary fragments [6].
Axial CID in ion guides (or in triple-quadrupoles)
achieved by accelerating the primary ions into the
collision cell operated at an elevated pressure is a
potentially nonselective activation technique. If initial
collisions of the projectile ion with the background gas
are sufficiently rapid and energetic, internal energy of
the projective ions is increased rapidly to the level,
substantially exceeding the dissociation threshold for
the dissociation. In such case, the projectile ions disso-
ciate rapidly in the region of nonzero axial potential
gradient, and their fragments can be further acceler-
ated. This may lead to energetic collisions of these
primary fragments with the background gas, resulting
in secondary (sequential) CID.
Resonant activation of ions in harmonic ion guides
and ion traps arguably provides a better-controlled
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eration. In low-energy resonant CID experiments, pri-
mary fragment ions are assumed to fall out of resonance
with the excitation, and rapidly cool through collisions
with neutral gas, potentially qualifying this excitation
method as selective. However, at higher excitation
amplitudes and high q-values, resonant-CID events
which occur away from the center (axis) may form
fragments exposed to energetic high-frequency oscilla-
tions. Through collisions with the background gas, such
primary fragments will be excited rather than cooled
and may undergo secondary fragmentation. Finally,
even in activation methods in which no excitation of the
primary fragments takes place, internal energy parti-
tioning during primary CID event can cause them to be
produced “hot” enough to undergo sequential second-
ary dissociation.
Optimization and calibration of a new mode of
activation is best performed using relatively simple
ionic systems for which kinetics and dynamics of gas-
phase decomposition has been studied in the past.
Many small-to-medium size organic molecules and
small peptides possess well-known fragmentation
mechanisms and can be used as “gauges” assisting in
characterization of new modes and methods of internal
ion activation. We intentionally avoid using the term
“thermometer ion” for Leucine-enkephalin throughout
this work because, for some excitation methods, its
dissociation can be slower than activation, (i.e., the
observable is slower than the action). In this study,
leucine enkephalin was used for evaluation of perfor-
mance of the multiple-resonance CID experiments.
Primary decomposition of this ion has been character-
ized in a number of kinetic and dynamic studies [7–10]
and used - in direct or comparative manner - to estimate
the internal energy up-take for a variety of induced-
dissociation experimental protocols [11–17]. Overall, its
CID spectral patterns have been recorded for a wide
range of internal energies using a variety of activation
methods.
However, due to dynamic competition between di-
rect and sequential fragmentation channels activated in
parallel by most CID techniques, it is hard to assign
exact reactions contributing to their CID patterns—
even for relatively well studied ions like leucine en-
kephalin. The b4 is the primary low-energy fragment of
leucine enkephalin. Sequential formation of the a4 ions
from b4 fragments of leucine enkephalin was estab-
lished [7], but a direct decomposition of leucine en-
kephalin ion into the a4 was also observed [18]. At
higher activation levels, the dynamic competition be-
tween N- and C-terminus fragments becomes pro-
nounced. Leucine enkephalin (YGGFL) has tyrosine on
the N-terminus side, and phenylalanine close to the
C-terminus side, providing the possibility of the b-y
fragmentation competition—in accord with the com-
mon understanding of the roles of the proton affinity
(PA) and the mobile proton model [19–22]—in the
dissociation process. For smaller parent ions, formationof complementary b- and y-fragments via the so-called
b-y pathway has been accurately modeled and was
shown to likely follow the proton-bound dimer (PBD)
transition state [23–25]. In some cases, relative yield of
y- and b- ions was found related to the PAs of dissoci-
ation counterparts [26, 27]. Interestingly, in early exper-
imental reports on YGGFL dissociation, relative inten-
sities of “complementary” y2 and b3 fragments were
found to be indicative of the amount of internal energy
deposited into the leucine-enkephalin parent ion [8, 11].
If the PBD transition was the only contributing channel
for these ions, and the proton migration on to one of the
dissociation counterparts happened (fast) at the final
stage of decomposition, such energy dependence would
be hard to explain. Another pair of fragments whose
relative intensity was proposed as the precursor’s inter-
nal energy measure is b4 and a4. These two ions
participate in a sequential dissociation channel P3
b43a4 which is dominant for low-energy excitation, on
a millisecond time scale. Therefore, even when no direct
excitation of the intermediate b4 ions takes place, a4 ions
may be formed via secondary decomposition of “hot”
b4 (internal energy partitioning). In slow-activation CID
methods this almost never happens because such a
process would require high excitation of the precursor
ion and a low rate of cooling of the intermediate. But
under the conditions of fast excitation, direct channel
P3a4 becomes accessible.
Spectral patterns of the single-resonance CID of
leucine enkephalin in a linear quadrupole ion guide are
presented and qualitatively compared with those ob-
tained using axial CID under similar conditions. In both
of these activation methods, dependence of the spectral
patterns on the activation conditions advocates com-
plexity of the fragmentation mechanism(s). Problems
associated with correlating the precursor’s energy with
relative ion abundances are addressed in the first sec-
tion of the Results. This section also critically revisits the
traditional understanding of the resonant activation
mechanism. Overall, the results of the current study
indicate a qualitative rather than quantitative correla-
tion between the precursor’s energy and relative abun-
dance of b4 and a4, as well as y2 and b3.
In order to provide additional insights into the possible
CID mechanism(s), this study addressed sequential low-
energy decomposition pathways of leucine enkephalin
and its main fragments. Limited information on these
pathways is available. The most extensive study of the
leucine enkephalin’s sequential decomposition (up to four
generations of fragments) was performed in both ion trap
and ICR [17] and revealed correlation between the disso-
ciation paths and the time scales of energy uptake andMS
detection. It was emphasized that on a0.1 ms time-scale
of axial CID excitation and detection in a triple quadru-
pole MS some dissociation channels are not observable
due to high activation entropy (although low activation
energy). In the resonant CID experiments reported here,
estimated transient time of the ions in the collision cell
approached 5 ms and a presence of slow rearrangement-
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channels observed on a millisecond excitation time scale
of the presented low-activation multiple-resonant CID
experiments corresponded to the lowest-energy channels
of sequential gas-phase decomposition. Information on
the sequential decomposition pathways is critical in under-
standing the dynamic competition between parallel disso-
ciation channels and the mechanism(s) of the formation of
complementary ions.
The presented mode of sequential multiple-reso-
nance CID is principally different from the extensive
(simultaneous) fragmentation of the moderately-excited
parent ion into a broad set of fragments. Not surpris-
ingly, the sets of fragment ions observable by these two
CID methods differ. Some of the fragments observed in
sequential CID experiments could never be formed in
direct CID of leucine enkephalin, and visa versa. Thus,
the presented CID mode can be used in tandem with
the conventional CID, axial or single-resonance radial,
to provide complementary fragmentation information.
This makes the low-energy sequential CID a valuable
addition to the arsenal of tools—not only for structural
studies of the MSn type or decomposition dynamics
investigations—but also for identification of medium-
sized unknown peptides based on their dissociation pat-
terns. The MS6 investigation of leucine-enkephalin em-
phasizes high parent-to-fragment conversion efficiency,
simplicity, and speed characteristic of this method.
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Instrument Geometry and Operating Conditions
Leucine-enkephalin sample (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in a
50:50 mixture of methanol:water with 1% acetic acid at a
sample concentration of 10 uM was directly injected at a
rate of 10 uL/min into a glass capillary electrospray
ionization (ESI) source of the new multipole-quadrupole
time-of-flightmass spectrometer prototype, described pre-
viously [28, 29] and shown schematically in Figure 1. In
selected experiments we opted to employ an in-source
CID [30, 31] which was realized by creating a high
potential gradient in the high pressure region between the
capillary exit and the skimmer. Ions sampled by the
skimmer continuously entered a 75 mm long ion-collimat-
ing hexapole (H1) with an inscribed diameter of 2.75 mm
operated at 5.3 MHz radio frequency (RF). The H1 served
as a vacuum conductance limit between the two vacuum
chambers with estimated pressures of 10 mTorr and low
105 torr. From the H1, ions were transferred into a 200
mm long, analytical grade quadrupole mass filter (analyt-
ical quadrupole, AQ) with 9.25 mm rod diameter and an
inscribed diameter of 8.12 mm. The AQ was operated at 1
MHz in a radio frequency-direct current (RF-DC) resolv-
ing mode to isolate parent ions or selected fragments of
the in-source CID. Pressure in the AQ region was main-
tained in the low 105 torr range.
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cell region equipped with another quadrupole (colli-
sional quadrupole, CQ), 120 mm long, with 9.25 mm
rod diameter and an inscribed diameter of 8.12 mm,
operated in RF-only mode at 1 MHz frequency. In this
study, pressure in the CQ region cell was maintained
at 10 mTorr of nitrogen. Axial translation energy of
the ions entering the CQ was controlled by a common
electrostatic potential offset, superimposed onto indi-
vidual potentials of all upstream optical elements,
from capillary exit to the exit of the AQ. In experi-
ments realizing axial CID in the CQ this common
offset was set sufficiently high to accelerate ions
selected in the AQ into the CQ and induce dissocia-
tion via energetic collisions with the background gas.
Alternatively, the axial energy of ions entering the
CQ was set low to avoid energetic axial ion-neutral
collisions. Instead, activation of ions in the CQ was
performed via applying resonant frequency excita-
tion to one rod pair of the CQ, in a dipolar fashion, as
described below.
In both of the axial and resonant CID experiments
fragment ions were extracted from the CQ in a
continuous flow mode without trapping (gating) into
a second collimating hexapole, H2, identical to H1.
The front of the H2 extended into the collision
chamber of the CQ and its rods served as a vacuum
conductance limit between the collision chamber and
the next vacuum chamber in which the pressure was
maintained at a low 105 torr. In Figure 1 gray color
background in the skimmer-H1 and CQ-H2 (front)
regions indicates regions of the elevated pressure. In
all of the experiments described here, axial potential
gradient between the CQ and the H2 was set low to
avoid secondary axial CID. The main RF amplitudes
of the AQ and/or the CQ were varied as described in
the Results and Discussion Section, to insure nondis-
criminative transmission in the m/z range of interest.
Hexapoles have a broader and “flatter” transmission
than RF-only quadrupoles; in all experiments, both
H1 and H2 were driven by 250 V0-p RF, providing
nondiscriminating transmission over the whole mass
range of interest. From H2, ions were continuously
extracted into a pulsing chamber of an orthogonal
time-of-flight unit maintained at 7.5  108 torr. The
time-of-flight analyzer with linear reflectron and an
MCP detector followed by a preamplifier and an
analog-to-digital converter-adder was used for the
final mass analysis. The TOF-MS data was collected
and monitored using Analytica Aviator [32] software.
Resonant Excitation Waveforms and Circuitry
In a linear quadrupole driven by the main RF with
frequency  ions with mass M and electrostatic charge
z undergo radial oscillations with the fundamental
frequency

2
, (1)
where was calculated from approximate formula [33]:
 a
(a 1)q2
2(a 1)2 q2

(5a 7)q4
32(a 1)3(a 4)

(9a2 58a 29)q6
64(a 1)5(a 4)(a 9)
. (2)
Stability parameter
q
4zVRF
MRF
2 r0
, (3)
determines the effective potential radial depth [34, 35]
and, consequently, the sharpness of the radial reso-
nance in the vicinity of : the higher the q, the narrower
the resonance. In all experiments described in this
report, the CQ was operated in RF-only mode (a 0). In
low-vacuum experiments such as the resonant CID
reported here, both amplitude and energy dissipation
resonances are significantly broadened [36–38]. There-
fore, calculating  using eq 2 rather than a simpler [39],
more commonly used approximation   (a  0.5q2)0.5,
does not significantly improve the accuracy of cal-
culating  for CID experiments at a low q. On the other
hand, approximation given by eq 2 becomes critical for
the resonant ejection (directly related to radial ampli-
tude resonance) experiments performed at lower pres-
sures [40] and at q  0.4. In some of the experiments
reported here selected ions were excited at q  0.4.
Therefore, eq 2 was used to calculate  throughout this
study. For an ion ensemble passing through the CQ that
contained K spectral peaks (components) the waveform
for simultaneous resonant excitation of any subset of
N  K of these peaks was calculated as
vN(t)
n1
N
Vn sin(nt) (4)
without phase randomization. Excitation frequency
components n were calculated using eqs 1–3 for a set
of (m/z)n, and the amplitudes of these components Vn
were assigned individually. In simpler terms, we
summed individual resonant sinusoidal excitation
waveforms, each with a preselected amplitude level for
all desired m/z targets.
MATLAB 6.5 was used to generate a digital wave-
form consisting of one thousand points, using eq 4 with
a time step of 1 microsecond. The resulting dataset
corresponded to 1 ms of excitation. This digital wave-
form was sent to one 12-bit digital-to-analog converter
channel of the National Instruments PCI-6713 (Austin,
TX) arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) operated at a
sampling frequency of 1 MHz. The fact that the sam-
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main-RF was coincidental. The resonant excitation fre-
quency is always lower than the main RF. It was
sampled at 1 MHz/point simply to ensure sufficient
number of points per excitation period. The main RF
was not synchronized with AWG. AWG was operated
in a self-retrigger mode allowing 1 ms excitation wave-
form to be repeated up to several thousand times. One
pair of the opposing CQ rods was decoupled in an
RF-sense to allow dipolar superposition of the resonant
excitation with the main RF [41, 42] as schematically
shown in Figure 1. The periodic waveform from AWG
with the maximum amplitude of 10 volts zero-to-peak
(V0-p) was supplied to one end of the primary coil of the
de-coupling transformer with a gain of one, while the
other end of the primary coil was grounded. The center
point of the secondary coil of the transformer received
the main RF signal of 1 MHz, while the end-points of
this coil led to two opposite rods. In this configuration
opposing rod_1 and rod_2 carry the main RF in-phase
while the superimposed excitation waveform has a
180-degree phase shift between rod_1 and rod_2 with
an amplitude equal to that on the primary coil input.
Each excitation waveform was applied to the CQ for
several seconds without synchronization with TOF MS
detection, which proceeded in parallel, updating the
spectrum on the computer screen every second (at the
TOF-pulse rate of 10 kHz, with a background summa-
tion of 10,000 spectra). Thus, the result of applying an
excitation waveform could be observed in several
“screen-shots.” Multiple values of m/z and amplitudes
as well as the overall duration of excitation (recalcu-
lated into the number of retriggers of AWG) were
user-selectable.
The multiple-resonant CID method with spectral
subtraction for MSn studies using triple quadrupoles
has been previously reported [43, 44]. In a complex CID
spectrum the spectral subtraction reveals a cause and
effect relation between the excitation applied to a cer-
tain ion and its dissociation. In experiments described
in the Results section, the resonant CID amplitude was
minimized in an attempt to induce dissociation of the
excitation target (ion) predominantly into one fragment.
Such mode of CID was conditionally termed exclusive
“one target-one fragment” dissociation when, in the
fragmentation spectrum, one of the fragments was
more than five times more intense than any one of the
other fragments. Comparison of spectra obtained with
and without such low-amplitude excitation was
straightforward, and although the spectral subtraction
could have been used, in this study it was not em-
ployed. Nevertheless, we note that the presented
method of CID investigation realizes a special case of
the general spectral subtraction MSn CID method in
linear quadrupoles. In this work, this general approach
was (1) simplified by finding conditions for exclusive
decomposition, (2) extended to higher orders of MS,and (3) complemented using an axial or in-source CID
to produce the primary fragments.
Results and Discussion
Single-Frequency Component Resonant (Radial
Dipolar) CID of Leucine Enkephalin: Qualitative
Comparison with Axial CID in the Same
Quadrupole
The multiple 2-D trap quadrupole time-of-flight mass
spectrometer schematically shown in Figure 1 allows
direct comparison of fragmentation patterns achieved
by two modes of CID, which we term throughout this
work axial and resonant (radial), respectively. The axial
CID mode was realized by creating a steep axial elec-
trostatic potential gradient between the AQ and the CQ
in the region of elevated pressure, at the entrance of the
collision cell.
The primary ion energy corresponding to the axial
velocity component was determined by the offset po-
tential applied to the collimating hexapole H1 relative
to that of the collision cell quadrupole CQ. This poten-
tial difference, for singly charged ions, can be condition-
ally called the axial collision energy of the axial CID in the
CQ, although the real picture is more complex. In the
first collision, only a part of the translational energy of
the ion is converted into its internal energy. Past this
first collision, the parent ion may experience a number
of additional lower-energy collisions with neutrals,
each of which will further increase its internal energy. If
these collisions are energetic and occur rapidly, the
parent ions may acquire internal energy which signifi-
cantly exceeds its dissociation threshold energy. Such
“overexcited” ions will dissociate rapidly near the col-
lision cell entrance, and their fragments themselves will
be axially accelerated onto the gas molecules, causing
secondary dissociation. Moreover, due to internal en-
ergy partitioning between the dissociation counterparts,
the fragment ion may inherit part of the “overexcited”
precursor ion’s internal energy, making it even more
susceptible to subsequent (secondary) dissociation. Dy-
namic variables responsible for an axial-CID spectral
pattern include the electrostatic potential gradient and
the pressure gradient in the collision cell entrance
region, as well as the energy dependent dissociation
rate constants of the parent ion and its primary frag-
ments. An attempt to narrow down the collision energy
distribution in the process of the axial CID presents an
instrumental challenge since, in most cases, even deter-
mination of the axial pressure gradient is nontrivial.
Instead, the axial CID in collision cells equipped with
multipole RF guides is commonly used as a simple way
to achieve extensive deep (or broad) fragmentation of
the parent ion.
Figure 2a shows the CID spectrum of leucine-
enkephalin isolated in the AQ and accelerated into the
CQ, with a 25-volts offset between collimating hexapole
H1 and the CQ. The collision cell pressure was main-
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RF amplitude of 200 V0-p (400 Vp-p) corresponding to the
q-value of 0.18 for the parent (P) ion at m/z 556 Da, and
the q-value of 0.83 for the lightest expected fragment,
the immonium ion of phenylalanine (F*) at m/z 120 Da.
In the Results section, we used m/z, and HZ for fre-
quency, while in the Experimental for m/z, and Hz for
frequency, while in the Experimental section m/z nota-
tion in eq 3 assumed SI units and  was the angular
frequency in rad/s. In the resulting CID spectrum,
both N- and C-terminus fragments are pre-
sent along with internal fragments, including the ion of
m/z 205 resulting from formation of y3 and its further
dissociation into its own b2, termed y3b4 in accord with
prior-established nomenclature [45–47], and immo-
nium ion of phenyl-alanine with m/z 120. Selected ion
intensities as functions of collision energy can be com-
bined into a CID fragmentogram shown in Figure 2b.
Intensity of the parent ion in the LAB frame collision
energy region between 0 and 25 eV experiences a
monotonous decline from about 4.5 106 down to 2.5
106. The corresponding part of the curve is not shown in
Figure 2b. Overall, the fragmentation appears complex
and provides no easy clues about its pathways. Since
the translational (axial) energy of the incoming parent
ion is changed as indicated by the x-axis, one may
expect not only (slight) change in the projectile-ion
transmission efficiency, but also radial scattering of the
activated precursor and its fragments. While dissocia-
tion trends depicted by Figure 2b appear very complex,
realization of the axial CID itself in our in-
strumental setup is very straightforward and efficient.
When conducting resonant (radial) CID experiments,
the primary ion beam energy was lowered to avoid
axial collisional activation. Pressure and the main-RF
amplitude in the CQ were unchanged from the axial-
CID experiment. The corresponding value of q  0.18
Figure 2. Axial acceleration CID of leucine enk
a 25 eV (LAB-frame) CID in the CQ region op
amplitude levels and axial potential gradient pr
YGGFL versus CID energy (LAB-frame).for the parent (P) ion’s m/z of 556 was used to calculate
the resonant frequency. The resonant excitation sinusoi-
dal waveform was applied to one rod pair of the QC in
a dipolar fashion as described in the Experimental
Section, formally using N  1 in eq 4. The ions experi-
enced excitation during their single pass though the QC
without trapping. The amplitude V1 of the resonant
sinusoid was varied between 0 and 1.5 V0-p (0 to 3 Vp-p),
and the resonant (radial dipolar) CID fragmentogram of
leucine-enkephalin, shown in Figure 3, was obtained.
Both Figures 2 and 3 are experimental fragmentograms
rather than breakdown curves, in a sense that their
x-axes represent experimental conditions responsible
for excitation, rather than an internal energy of the
precursor ion.
Most abundant fragments observed in the resonant
CID were the same as in the axial CID, while their
relative abundances as well as their dependence on the
control parameters were very different. The latter fact
was not surprising, taking into account the difference in
activation protocols realized by these two methods. In
an ideal case of resonant CID, activation of the precur-
sor ion is selective, providing no additional excitation to
its direct primary fragments. Contrarily, these newly-
formed fragments must be greatly out-of-resonance
with the applied resonant excitation of the parent ion,
and should therefore undergo collisional cooling in
both internal and translational energy senses. In reality,
in both axial and radial (resonant) CID excitation of
primary fragments may occur, as explained above. In
the axial CID the mechanism for such excitation resides
in the axial acceleration of primary fragments and in the
primary CID energy partitioning. In the resonant CID,
secondary excitation may occur due to the fast oscilla-
tions of primary fragments at a high q and radii
(causing collisions with gas molecules). On the other
hand, when the q-value is low (the effective potential
lin. (a) Typical spectrum of YGGFL undergoing
d at 10 mTorr pressure of nitrogen; main RF
are described in the text; (b) fragmentogram ofepha
erate
ofile
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resonance broadens. Under these conditions, the reso-
nance targeting the parent ion may extend its shoulder
to primary fragment(s) of close m/z. While curves
shown in Figure 3 may appear simpler and “cleaner”
compared with those in Figure 2b, the derivation of an
exact mechanism of dissociation is not straightforward.
The qualitative inspection of the behavior of N-
terminus fragments’ curves in Figure 3 reveals inter-
esting trends. It appears that the sequential decom-
position P3b43a43b3 might occur, while the y2
fragmentation pathway seems to stand separately.
From the previous studies the b4 is known to be the
primary fragment of leucine-enkephalin, and the a4
curve suggests that it might have been produced in a
secondary fragmentation reaction from b4. In turn,
the b3 curve could indicate its production from a4.
The internal energy partitioning as the mechanism for
secondary activation must be ruled out. Under con-
ditions of slow, multiple-collision activation of the
parent ion, the internal energy uptake process must
be slower than dissociation. In such a process, the
internal energy distribution of the parent ion ensem-
ble is constantly being depleted, from above, by its
decomposition. It is unlikely that primary fragments
of such a process are “hot” enough to undergo
sequential decomposition. Therefore, a low-q/high
pressure broadening of resonance, and/or a high-q/
high radius fast oscillation motion of primary frag-
ments remain as a possible cause(s) for secondary
activation of N-terminus fragments.
On the other hand, b4 is probably not the only
allowed “transition” from the parent ion to a4, and
neither is a4 the only possible precursor for b3. In fact,
direct formation of a4 from P has been documented in
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Figure 3. Fragmentogram of YGGFL undergoing single-fre-
quency resonant dipolar CID in CQ versus excitation amplitude;
pressure and main RF level conditions are unchanged from
experiments of Figure 2.the past [18]. Transition states leading to direct dissoci-ation of the parent ion into a4 and b3 may require high
internal activation of the parent ion which, in fact,
becomes available at high excitation amplitudes. As a
result, direct dissociation channels such as P3a4 and
P3b3 may be activated in parallel with the lower-
energy P3b4. Once the activation energy for such a
channel is exceeded, the reaction rate is determined by
both the internal energy and the activation entropy.
Thus, energetically expensive dissociation channels
may, in principle, become dominant when the parent
ion is overexcited due to low cost in entropy [48]. For
example, if they require less structural rearrangement
of the parent on its way along the reaction coordinate to
the transition state or even on the way from the transi-
tion state to the products. If b4, a4, and b3 were pro-
duced in parallel competing reactions directly from the
parent ion, it is plausible that at a high activation level,
the rate of P3b3 was higher than that of P3a4, and
higher than P3b4. Then, the correlation in relative
abundances of b4, a4, and b3 could be a result of entropy
driven competition between parallel channels.
Relative abundance of complementary b3 and y2
fragments has been noticed as indicative of the amount
of the internal energy deposited into the parent ion
[8, 11]. Formation of y2 was referred to as the “cold
channel” while that of b3 was termed “hot”. Figure 3
may suggest that formation of y2 is induced at a lower
excitation amplitude than b3, thus confirming that y2 is
lower-energy product of the G-F amide bond cleavage
than b3. That would be true if both y2 and b3 had
originated from the parent ion directly via the same
transition state, (e.g., a PDB which was accurately
modeled in the past for smaller amino-acids [23–25]).
However, energy dependence of the relative intensities
of b3 and y2 do not provide direct evidence of this
mechanism. Namely, the weak energy dependence of
the y2 curve compared to the strongly featured b3 may
suggest that a set of dissociation channels contributing
to formation (and possibly depletion) of these two ions
may be unrelated. In order to obtain additional infor-
mation on the possible origins of the main leucine
enkephalin fragments and their own decomposition
products, the multiple-resonant experiments presented
below were staged.
Multiple Frequency Resonant Low-Energy
Sequential Decomposition of Protonated Leucine-
Enkephalin: N-Terminus Fragmentation Pathway
The next series of experiments shown in Figure 4 was
realized sequentially at a low-level activation of leucine
enkephalin fragment ions at the main RF level of 280
V0-p driving the CQ and the pressure of 10 mTorr in the
collision cell. It was performed in sequential excitation
stages of a continuous beam of ions passing through the
CQ. In the first stage resonant excitation was applied
only to the parent ion at variable amplitude. Based on
the fragmentation observed, the amplitude of excitation
al fra
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fragmentation of the parent into only one fragment—
the b4 ion. In the next step, an additional frequency
component resonant for the b4 ion was added to the
excitation waveform. The amplitude of the component
responsible for the parent-ion excitation was kept at the
level optimized in the previous step, while the ampli-
tude of the b4 excitation component was varied until
only one of its fragments, a4 was active. Next, a reso-
nance for a4 was added, and its amplitude was varied to
activate only the formation of b3, etc. Table 1 summa-
Figure 4. Multiple-resonance CID of the N-term
and q-values, and resonant frequencies are sum
parent ion P; (b) excitation applied to P and b4;
applied to P, b4, a4, and b3; (e) excitation applied
a4, b3, b2, and a2. For discussion of the sequenti
Table 1. Multiple resonance waveform definition for the N-term
assignment for each excitation component, in the context of eq 4
its m/z value, in Da; column 4 shows its resonant frequency calcu
level, in volts, 0- P, used in eq 4. Column 6 lists the correspondin
numerical generation of the excitation waveforms are shown in C
applying excitation are listed in Column 8.
n
. . . adds (new) target
Vnion (m/z)n Da n kHz
1 P 556 88.4 0.5
2 b4 425 113.1 0.5
3 a4 397 123.7 0.5
4 b3 278 173.2 0.6
5 b2 221 222.7 0.7
6 a2 194 254.6 1rizes amplitude levels, frequencies and target ions. It
also references stability q-parameter for all m/z values.
The series of spectra referenced in Table 1 were
combined into Figure 4, which presents the step-wise
sequential decomposition CID of the N-terminus. In
Figure 4, the y-axis units are of the raw intensity and are
consistent. The y-scale is from 0 to 18,000 in Figure 4a
through c, and from 0 to 7500 in Figure 4d through f.
The mass scale is 0 to 600 Da in Figure 4a through c, and
0 to 250 in Figure 4d through f—in order to focus on the
low-mass fragments. In most of the steps involved in
s of YGGFL. Amplitude levels, CID targets, m/z
ed in Table 1. (a) excitation applied only to the
xcitation applied to P, b4, and a4; (d) excitation
, b4, a4, b3, and b2; (f) excitation applied to P, b4,
gments, see text.
fragmentation of YGGFL The first column specifies the number
n  1, . . . , N). Column 2 names the target ion; column 3 lists
using eqs 1–3; column 5 specifies the optimized amplitude
stability parameter qs (see eq 3). Analytical forms used in a
n 7. The Figure references to the spectra resulting from
qi Final waveform, N(t) Fig.4
q556  0.25 1  V1sin(21t) a
q425  0.32 2  1  V2sin(22t) b
q397  0.35 3  2  V3sin(23t) c
q278  0.49 4  3  V4sin(24t) d
q221  0.63 5  4  V5sin(25t) einu
mariz
(c) e
to Pinus
(i.e.,
lated
g the
olumq194  0.72 6  5  V6sin(26t) f
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sive (i.e., resulted in formation of only one fragment).
Under such conditions, direct visual comparison of
spectra obtained with and without excitation of this
particular target clearly revealed the effect of the exci-
tation. It has to be noted that each one of the Figure 4
spectra is not a true MSn spectrum, in a sense that the
CID targets were not isolated and the spectral subtrac-
tion was not used.
Production of the primary b4 via resonant excitation
of the parent ion is shown in Figure 4a. By adding a
resonant frequency component for the b4, to the excita-
tion waveform, the latter ion was fragmented further
into a4 as shown in Figure 4b. the additional low-
amplitude excitation of a4 resulted in spectrum shown
in Figure 4c. Here, b3 was the dominant fragment.
However, observation of a minor feature at the m/z 323,
which was brought to the authors’ attention by Profes-
sor Glish, was quite remarkable. In the prior low-energy
CID experiments using ion traps, observation of this ion
led to the discovery of a unique rearrangement-driven
mechanism of the fragmentation of a4 [49]. This disso-
ciation channel, resulting in a loss of internal amino-
acid, could be observed only using very long “soft”
excitation in the ion traps or ICR, but not in the axial
CID using triple quadrupoles, or the sector MS. The
rearrangement required to realize this dissociation
channel was complex, and while this was found to be,
in fact, the lowest-energy dissociation channel for a4, it
was too slow to be detected in the CID using nontrap-
ping instruments. The fact that m/z 323 fragment ions
were observed in the present nontrapping CID experi-
ments qualifies its excitation protocol as slow and
bridges the gap between the excitation dynamics of
traps versus nontrapping collision cells.
Formation of the b3 ions from a4 is noteworthy from
another prospective as well. Relative abundance of
complementary b3 and y2 ions, in leucine enkephalin
CID is often noted as a qualitative measure of the
precursor’s excitation energy. In principle, these ions
could be produced via PBD transition state with the last
step of the reaction realizing competition for proton in
accord with the bN-yM mechanism described in detail
by Paizs et al [23–25]. Importantly, formation of b3 from
a4 depicted in Figure 4c is a principally different reac-
tion in which b3 is complemented by the immonium ion
of phenylalanine, as explored in Section III below.
Therefore, b3 depicted in Figure 4c is formed in a
reaction which is different from the direct dissociation
of leucine enkephalin into b3. In Figure 4 series, immo-
nium ion of phenylalanine was unstable due to the
low-mass cutoff in CQ; in a separate experiment pre-
sented below, similar experiment at lower q-value was
conducted. As discussed above, it is unlikely that the
only pathway from an overexcited leucine enkephalin
to its b3 ion goes through b4 and a4 sequential interme-
diates. Thus, the cumulative activation energy used in
three steps of sequential P3b43a43b3 decompositionis not relevant to that of the direct P3b3 dissociation.
After being excited in turn, the b3 fragment dissociated
readily, and almost exclusively, into b2, see Figure 4d.
Formation of a3 ion from the b3 fragment was not
observed probably due to a relatively greater stability of
b2 ion with resonance charge delocalization compared
to the a3 ion.
From the next fragmentation step of b2, decompo-
sition became less exclusive. In Figure 4e, the main
feature indicated formation of a2 from b2, along with
a nonnegligible yield of a1 ions and the m/z of 148. In
the next step, a2 was resonantly excited resulting in
an additional production of a1 and the m/z 148 ion, as
shown in Figure 4f, suggesting that the m/z 148 ion
was formed from a2 via a neutral loss of 45 Da. The
structure for the m/z 148 ion proposed based on the
exact mass assignment within the 5 ppm mass mea-
surement accuracy of our instrument is shown next to
its peak in Figure 4f. However, the loss of a 45 Da
neutral is not typically observed in peptide fragmen-
tation and probably requires internal rearrangement.
To the best of our knowledge, no reports have been
published that describe the mechanism of neutral 45
Da loss (possibly the carbon monoxide and ammonia,
simultaneously). A detailed investigation of this
mechanism is underway. To elucidate the pathway of
a sequential CID of b2, a separate study using a
smaller model peptide, YGG, was conducted. It was
proposed that the structure and stability of its b2
fragment duplicates that of the b2 obtained from b3 of
leucine enkephalin. The YGG CID experiments were
performed at a lower q-value compared to those
shown in Figure 4, thus providing a “softer” excita-
tion. The major primary fragment of the YGG CID
was the b2 fragment. When the low amplitude reso-
nant excitation targeting b2 was added, the major
dissociation channel remained b23a2, while the pro-
duction of the m/z 148 ion from b2 was suppressed. In
contrast, the formation of a1 from b2, maintained its
(minor) presence even at low excitation amplitudes.
Similarly, when a2 (from YGG3b23a2) was added to
the list of targets, it dissociated simultaneously into
a1 and the m/z 148 ion.
Two things played against the simultaneous low-
level excitation of several generations of fragments.
As we progressed along the sequential CID path at a
constant main RF amplitude in the CQ, each new step
produced lighter fragments, at higher q-values. While
the fundamental stability criterion dictates low-mass
cutoff at q  0.9, high pressure can “stabilize” ions
whose q-value is even higher than 1, like in the case
of the a1 ion with m/z 136, whose q-value was 1.05.
However, the effect of collisional damping was not
strong enough here to stabilize phenylalanine immo-
nium ion at m/z 120. Separate experiments at lower
q-value are described below. Regardless of the stabil-
ity problem, increasing q-value corresponds to deeper
effective conserving potential (i.e., to a proportionally
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collision cross section decreased as newly-formed
ions became smaller. Together, the last two factors
dictated that ion-neutral collisions occur less fre-
quently, and ions had more time to gain velocity
prior to colliding with a neutral. Additionally, for
smaller ions, a nitrogen molecule acted as a larger
collision agent increasing the center-of-mass energy
conversion factor. The net result was that ion-neutral
collisions become less frequent but more energetic,
and the concept of a slow, incremental internal en-
ergy increase failed to be an accurate model for the
activation process. Therefore, it became difficult to
realize a unique, exclusive fragmentation of ions
lighter than b2, simultaneously, with the heavier
fragments. In simple terms, it is easier to study small
fragments starting from smaller parent ions at lower
q-value. Nevertheless, when sequential decomposi-
tion of YGG peptide was investigated using a lower
q-value, fragmentations of b2 into a2, and a2 into a1
were not exclusive, possibly suggesting that the ef-
fective mass of the colliding agent was the dominant
factor. In order to resolve this problem, a lighter
collision gas could be used.
The second factor to be aware of in the multiple-
resonance CID of the ions passing through the CQ
without trapping was the limited time available for
decomposition. In presented experiments, the overall
time that the ions spent traveling through the CQ was
few milliseconds. The next stage of ion transport
through the collimating hexapole and the TOF-MS
detection occurred much faster. The duration of the
ions traveling through the CQ limited the time al-
lowed for the overall CID to occur. The sequential
dissociation experiments shown above required that
the intermediate CID stages were completed within
the CQ on a time scale of a single pass. From this
point of view, the last generation of CID was proba-
bly realized closer to the end of the CQ on a short
time scale. In order to observe it we probably over-
excited the last stage precursors which could have
caused a simultaneous opening of the parallel disso-
ciation channels. In order to remove this constraint,
the same experiments could be performed with ion
trapping in the CQ.
Overall, the low-excitation sequential fragmenta-
tion of leucine-enkaphalin presented two cases of a
common bn3an reaction [50–52] for n  4 and n  2,
and a characteristic by-pass of the a3 fragment
(YGG-a) via the direct reaction of b33b2. The overall
sequential resonant CID experiment suggested that
once the leucine was lost from the C-terminus as a
neutral (and b4 was produced), the charge was al-
ways retained on the amino-terminus side. This
proved the previously suggested oxazolonium struc-
ture of b-ions with the charge localized within the
oxazolone ring.Sequential Decomposition of Other Primary
Fragments: C-Terminus Fragmentation Pathways
The formation of y-fragments from protonated
leucine-enkephalin in a millisecond resonant CID
requires more energy than the production of b4 or a4.
The in-source CID method [30, 31] was employed to
generate primary y-fragments. The parent ions exit-
ing the ESI capillary were activated via energetic
collisions with background gas in the high-field/
high-pressure region in front of the sampling skim-
mer and transmitted into the collimating hexapole
(H1), where most of the dissociation took place. In the
following analytical quadrupole (AQ), each of the
y-fragments of interest was isolated by the RF-DC
selection and transferred into the collisional quadru-
pole (CQ) with a low axial velocity. In the CQ, each of
the y-ions’ sequential decomposition was then ex-
plored using the multiple resonance CID experiments
analogous to those used to study the N-terminus
pathway.
The first y-fragment to undergo a sequential CID
investigation was y4. Figure 5a shows an in-source CID
spectrum of leucine enkephalin obtained at the 50
volts/mm field gradient in the 1-torr region between
the capillary exit and the skimmer.
The enlarged scale inset focuses on the fragments
achieved by this nonselective CID method. The AQ RF
amplitude (495 V0-p) corresponded to the apex of the
stability diagram for y4 (m/z 393), and CQ was operated
at an RF amplitude of 175 V0-p corresponding to the
q-value of 0.2 for the y4. The high q-value in AQ,
combined with relatively low field in the capillary-
skimmer region explains a high abundance of the
“left-over” parent ions and the absence of low-mass
fragments in the spectrum shown in Figure 5a. In the
next step, the y4 fragments were selectively transmitted
through the AQ with approximately a 3-Da-wide m/z
window, which produced a spectrum shown in Figure
5b. The presence of traces of the lower-mass fragments
(identified below) in the spectra was the result of the
post-isolation dissociation of y4 inside the collision cell
CQ due to the energy partitioning from the highly
excited leucine-enkephalin parent ion.
After addition of resonance for the y4 ions, the
spectrum shown in Figure 5c was obtained. It featured
a pronounced formation of the y4b4 ions (a loss of
neutral leucine from the carboxy-terminus of y4). Small
traces of this ion were originally present even before the
y4 was excited, as shown in Figure 5b. Simultaneously
with this major channel, a formation of m/z 375 (loss of
water from y4), m/z 347 (loss of carbon monoxide and
water from y4), and y2 was observed, as shown in
Figure 5c. When the second frequency component tar-
geting the y4b4 ion was added to the excitation wave-
form, the latter readily dissociated primarily into the
immonium ion of phenylalanine F*, with a minor
presence of m/z 217 formed by a loss of 45 Da from y4b4
ion (carbon monoxide and ammonia), as shown in
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y43y4b43F* suggested that once tyrosine had been lost
from the N-terminus of YGGFL, the charge remained
localized at the phenylalanine amide nitrogen, and
somehow made the F-L region more vulnerable for
cleavage than the G-F region. After the backbone was
cleaved in the F-L region producing the y4b4 fragment
(GGF-b), its own weakest point became the G-F region.
In the next decomposition step, F* continued to hold the
charge, while the GG aggregate broke-off as a neutral.
The sequential formation of y3 from y4 was not ob-
served, suggesting that the backbone site between the
two glycines G-G was a “stronghold”, at least while
leucine remained on the C-terminus.
In the next experimental series shown in Figure 7, the
y3 (m/z 336) fragment of the in-source CID of leucine
enkephalin was selectively passed through the AQ with
a3 Dam/zwindow and subjected to a resonant CID in
CQ. Similarly to the case of y4, the resonant excitation of
y3 in the CQ was performed at a q-value of 0.2 (at
Figure 5. Multiple-resonance CID of the C-te
described in the text. (a) In-source CID spectru
in-source CID and isolated in AQ; (c) resonant ex
to y4 and y4b4.main RF amplitude 150 V0-p). The single-frequencyexcitation of y3 produced spectrum shown in Figure 7b,
where the major fragment was the y3b4 ion atm/z of 205,
which is the b-ion resulting from the loss of leucine
from the C-terminus of y3 (GF-b). Simultaneously, a
low-abundance fragment with m/z 177 was identified as
the a2 product of the y3 itself, termed here y3a4 (GF-a).
When, in the next step, excitation of the y3b4 ions was
added, it became apparent that y3a4 was a product of
y3b4, as shown in Figure 7c. Finally, when the y3a4 was
resonantly excited, it produced one major fragment—
immonium ion F* at m/z 120. The y3b43y3a4 step was
not surprising, since the structure for its precursor was
probably not different from a typical four-amino-acid
b-ion, and therefore the bn3an reaction could be
expected, regardless of prior y-series history of the
b-precursor. Both of the ymbn and yman ions are com-
monly observed in the peptide CID [53, 54]. However,
the sequential relation of these fragments is noteworthy,
especially since no similar reaction took place in the
sequential CID pathway of the y4b4 ion (in the Figure 5
s fragment y4 of YGGFL. Main RF levels are
f YGGFL; (b) spectrum of the y4 produced by
on applied to the y4 in CQ; (d) excitation appliedrminu
m o
citatiseries: the expected y4a4 would have an m/z 234). Also, it
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y4 (GGFL), but none from y3 (GFL). This may suggest that
the GG amino-terminal pair somehow “weakens” the G-F
backbone region more than a single G does.
Next, the fragmentation of the y2 ions was explored.
Figure 6. Multiple-resonance CID of the C-ter
unchanged from the y4 series. (a) Spectrum of th
(b) resonant excitation applied to the y3 in CQ
applied to y3, y3b4, and y3a4.
Figure 7. Multiple-resonance CID of the C-ter
lowered to transmit low-mass fragments of in-
YGGFL; (b) spectrum of the m/z279 doublet of y
and the isotopic group around m/z 222 are prod
AQ. Isotopic pattern of peaks around m/z 222 ind
(b) result of resonant excitation applied to the y2: theThe in-source CID spectrum of leucine enkephalin is
shown in Figure 7a. It differed from Figure 5a because
both of the AQ and CQ were operated at lower main RF
amplitudes in order to shift the m/z transmission win-
dow towards lower mass fragments.
s fragment y3 of YGGFL. Main RF level in H1
produced by in-source CID and isolated in AQ;
xcitation applied to y3 and y3b4; (d) excitation
s fragment y2 of YGGFL. Main RF level in H1
e CID into AQ. (a) In-source CID spectrum of
second isotope of b3 isolated in AQ. The F* ions
via metastable decay in CQ of ions isolated in
s that they are fragments of the second isotope;minu
e y3
; (c) eminu
sourc
2 the
uced
icateonly product is F*.
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been discussed above. The b3 (m/z 278) ion has its
second isotope, termed b3= within 0.06 Da of the mono-
isotopic y2 (m/z 279). These two ions can be resolved by
the TOF mass analyzer, but not by a quadrupolar mass
filter. Therefore, while the peak at 279 Da in the TOF
spectrum had a clear doublet shape, we could not
selectively transmit y2 through AQ without passing b3=
with it. Thus, the ion ensemble of m/z 279, selected by
the RF-DC in AQ (1 Da wide m/z window) shown in
Figure 7b actually consisted of both y2 and b3=. Some of
the 279 m/z ions selected in AQ were “hot” as a result of
the intense in-source CID; they continued to dissociate
in the QC even before any resonant excitation was
applied as evident from Figure 7b. This metastable
dissociation of some of the selected ions resulted in a
formation of F* and a spectral group of three peaks
around m/z 222 shown in the inset of Figure 8b. The m/z
values of these peaks corresponded to the first, second
and third isotope of b2, termed b2, b2=, and b2	, respec-
tively, and their relative abundance clearly indicated
that they were all produced from one precursor—the
second isotopic peak of b3, the b3=. Indeed, the most
probable isotope in such a group of ions had to be the
b2=, while b2 and b2	 had to have roughly equal proba-
bility [55, 56], in accord with experimental ratio pre-
sented by the inset in Figure 7b.
Resonant excitation of the m/z 279 ion led to only the
increase of the F* ions’ abundance suggesting it as the
only fragment of y2. By comparing the relative abun-
dances of y2 and b3 from in-source CID as shown in
Figure 7a, one would expect that after the mass selec-
tion step (and background decomposition of b3=), very
little of the b3= would remain in the m/z 279 peak in
Figure 7b. Thus, only a slight increase in intensity of the
“222 group” was expected between Figure 7b and c.
Additionally, some of the resonantly excited b3= ions
could have been ejected rather than dissociated. There-
fore, the unchanged intensity of the “222 group” in
Figure 7b and c was taken as an additional indication of
their b-origin.
Figure 8. Multiple resonant CID of N-terminu
stage: low-energy excitation applied to P and b4
Complementary ions b3 and F* are produced from aBranch of the N-Terminus Pathway:
Complementary Formation of F* and b3 from a4.
Overall Decomposition Scheme
All y-fragments pathways had the same final product—
the immonium ion of phenylalanine, F*. This made us
revisit the dissociation of a4 – the last N-terminal
fragment with phenylalanine residue. In the experi-
ments presented in the first section of the Results
addressing fragmentation of the N-terminus, the main
RF amplitude was chosen to provide optimal conditions
for the exclusive sequential CID in a mass range which
included the leucine enkephalin parent ion (at q-value
of 0.25). Under these conditions the F* ions of m/z 120
were so far below the low-mass cutoff of the CQ that,
unlike the a1 ions with m/z 136, they could not be
collisionally stabilized.
In the discussion on the formation of the b3 ions, we
have proposed that the reaction a43b3 might have a
complement a43F*. In order to observe the potential
production of F* from the YGGF-a (a4) ions, we con-
ducted two experiments at the main RF level of 150
V0-p in the CQ. In the first experiment, the excitation
waveform was a superposition of two sinusoids of 53
and 69 kHz, both at a 0.4 V0-p amplitude level, corre-
sponding to the resonance of the m/z 556 (parent ion)
and 425 (b4). It was done to exclusively produce a4
ions—the precursor for our case study. The resulting
spectrum is shown in Figure 8a. In the next experiment,
a 0.6 V0-p, 74 kHz component was superimposed onto
the prior excitation waveform, thus targeting the a4
ions. The resulting CID spectrum is shown in Figure 8b.
It suggested that the F* and the b3 ions were produced
in parallel from a4. The y-axis scale was conserved
between Figure 8a and b. Under the conditions of 10
mTorr of pressure in the CQ and a low-q (shallow
potential well) we were unable to close-up the a43F*
channel by lowering the amplitude of the a4 resonant
excitation. This indicated that on the millisecond time
scale of excitation and detection apparent activation
energies for the formation of b3 and F* from a4 are close.
gment a4 at low q-value in CQ. (a) Preparation
oduce a ; (b) excitation applied to P, b , and a .s fra
to pr 4 4 4
4 with roughly equal yields.
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were able to construct a full scheme of the low-energy
sequential decomposition of leucine enkephalin and its
fragments, shown in Scheme 1. The thick arrows repre-
sent the lowest energy sequential dissociation pathway
observable in the millisecond time frame. The major
fragmentation pathway is P3b43a43b33b2, which
was realized without any significant branching, except
for some possible competition between the formation of
b3 and F* from a4. For reasons discussed above, under
the experimental conditions described, the last two
stages of decomposition were not exclusive. The b2
fragmented into a2 and a1 simultaneously. Similarly, a2
fragmented simultaneously into a1 and into the m/z 148
ion. It is unclear whether these channels occur in
parallel or proceed in sequence with a high rate caused
by overheating of the respective precursors.
In order to dissociate into the y-ions, leucine en-
kephalin had to be excited more intensely than for
P3b4, and in this sense, reactions leading to the forma-
tion of y-ions from P were not the lowest-activation
channels. Thus, the y-fragments are included into the
scheme but not connected with the parent ion by
arrows. In the described instrumental setup, it was
simpler to employ alternative activation protocols such
as axial in-quadrupole or axial in-source CID, to pro-
duce the first generation of y-fragments. The latter were
Scheme 1. The summary of the low-energy millisecond time-
scale sequential decomposition pathways of leucine enkephalin
and its major fragments.isolated and subjected to a well-controlled soft resonantexcitation. Their CID was exclusive and sequential,
hence these channels are marked with solid arrows
completing the diagram of low-energy millisecond time
scale gas-phase decomposition pathways of leucine
enkephalin.
Summary and Future Research
The instrumentation setup and operation mode of the
multiple-resonance excitation CID method applied to a
continuous ion beam in the collision-cell quadrupole of
an instrument with a TOF MS analyzer has been pre-
sented. A qualitative comparison between the spectral
patterns of an axial acceleration versus single-resonance
radial CID of the leucine-enkephalin model peptide was
performed under the same conditions in the collision
cell. The analysis of relative intensities of the most
common fragments of resonant CID revealed complex-
ity of the actual fragmentation mechanisms due to the
likely simultaneous activation of direct and sequential
fragmentation channels. Dependence of the relative
intensities of fragments on the excitation amplitude of
single resonance strongly suggested that sequential
fragmentation did occur, in contrast with the commonly
accepted concept of the soft, target-specific mode of the
energy deposition in resonant CID.
As a preamble for a detailed study of the actual CID
mechanisms of leucine enkephalin, it is necessary to
first establish pathways of sequential decomposition
which involve its major fragments. The multiple-reso-
nance low-energy CID experiments allowed identifica-
tion of the origins and products of all of the major
fragments of leucine enkephalin. The presented exper-
imental results were combined into one diagram, which
describes the lowest-energy sequential decomposition
pathways of these agents, observable on a millisecond
excitation time-scale. While most of the reactions ob-
served for the N-terminus fragments were witnessed in
the past, several are new, to the best of our knowledge.
Observation of a rearrangement resulting from the
internal amino acid loss from the a4 fragment has been
observed in trap-MS instruments in the past, but not in
the continuous beam experiments. Also, the neutral loss
of 45 Da from a2 and y4b4 appears intriguing and its
mechanism(s) will be addressed in our future research.
As a general trend, the counterpart of dissociation with
tyrosine always retained the charge. The C-terminus
fragmentation involved separate pathways for y4, y3,
and y2 ions with one cross-over from y4 into y2. In all
C-terminus pathways, the dissociation counterpart with
phenylalanine retained the charge, and overall, forma-
tion of the internal b-ions from y-ions prevailed (again,
except for the minor y43y2 channel, and y23F*). The a4
ion, which had tyrosine on the N-terminus and phenyl-
alanine on the C-terminus, presented a special case. In
its dissociation, the complementary b3 (with the charge
retained on the counterpart with tyrosine) and F* (the
charge on the phenylalanine) ions were observed, si-
multaneously.
1808 RAKOV ET AL. J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2004, 15, 1794–1809One could argue that sequential low-energy de-
composition realizes reactions which may not neces-
sarily be followed in the course of dissociation of a
moderately excited leucine enkephalin itself. Indeed,
sequential product ions were treated as “new par-
ents” for the next generation of CID, as if the whole
history of their formation was irrelevant. This is not
the case in real CID experiments, where the extensive
fragmentation is observed as a result of over-excita-
tion of the leucine enkephalin itself, rather than being
caused by a direct soft activation of primary, second-
ary, etc. fragments. The sequential dissociation pat-
terns do, however, assist in the interpretation of
complex CID cases involving multi-channel parallel
dissociation and formation of complementary ions,
which is the subject of our current research. More-
over, a delicate sequential fragmentation with open-
ing single-channel pathways can be advantageous in
a variety of studies targeting structural identification.
For example, it can be used in phospho-peptide
investigations, where several steps of dissociation can
realize MSn studies in order to identify the phosphor-
ylation sites. This particular application of the pre-
sented method is also currently under investigation.
Instrumentally, these studies were made possible
because of the ability of the instrument to conduct three
modes of CID, in-source, in the axial-acceleration fash-
ion in the collision cell, and/or by means of the multi-
ple-frequency resonance in the collision cell. Fragment
ion populations were analyzed by a TOF MS with the
resolving power and mass measurement accuracy
greatly exceeding those of the triple quadrupoles or ion
traps. To some extent, the presented instrumental ar-
rangement combined functional features of a triple
quadrupole with those of a 3-D ion trap and a Q-TOF.
This study was conducted using an interactive user
interface for the multiple-resonance waveform genera-
tion, but the simplicity of the method allows a straight-
forward automation of any of the experimental series
presented. Taking into account a millisecond time scale
of excitation in the presented experiments, several
stages of an automated data-dependent MSn experi-
ment could be realized in a low sub-second time frame,
if so desired.
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